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Personal Conferencing  - and more! 

 

�ClearOne�s Chat 50 seemed to have a slight edge when I walked to the other side of the 
room from where the device was connected to my computer�one friend said it sounded 

like I was in the room with him� � Edward C. Baig 

�Anything with a headphone jack can be plugged into the versatile 
ClearOne Chat 50 USB Plus to give you an instant boom-box or a 

speakerphone� � Eric Gwinn 

�ClearOne�s Chat 50 can turn your computer into a high-quality 
speakerphone� � Stephen H. Wildstrom 

�I use the Chat 50 most of the time for Skype calls, especially when 
I'm working with a client and want to keep both hands free�I 

recommend it highly if you prefer speakerphones over headsets or 
handsets� � Bob Levitus a.k.a. Dr. Mac 

�The Chat 50 is one of those all-around devices that 
demonstrate how today's crossover tech benefits 
gamers and non-gamers alike� -- Dennis McCauley 

�If you travel frequently and spend hours in hotel rooms using your VoIP softphone, Skype, 
or even your cell phone, you'll definitely appreciate the ClearOne Chat 50 personal 

speakerphone� � Oliver Kaven 

�This full-duplex USB-connected VoIP speakerphone is nothing short of awesome�
� Gary Berline 
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�This speakerphone is perfect for VoIP users and those looking to get a boost out of 
their audio devices� � Robert Summa 

�Not only can you plug in your iPod and have a nice rich sounding portable speaker, 
but of course it works well with your PDA and gives you a nice speakerphone � just 

lots of cool stuff� � David Graveline 

�The Chat 50 is sl ightly bigger than a deck of cards and delivers rich sound 
and superb voice clarity wrapped up in a durable exoskeleton � all while 
keeping you headset free during those VoIP conversations� � J.C. Schisler 

�The first speakerphone that allows Mac users to run Skype 
by voice command� � Information Week 

�ClearOne's Chat 50 is the first duplex device ever tested by CRN Test Center 
engineers that allows for simultaneous two-way communication rather than simply 

permitting one speaker at a time.� � CRN Review Team 

�Conference Anywhere: The Chat 50 is a mobile audio peripheral that's 
slightly larger than a deck of cards�connects to a variety of devices 

and provides clear, hands-free audio communication.� � Shane Peterson


